Sailing: Safety Activity Checkpoints

The sport of sailing has become very high-tech and competitive since its humble beginnings, but sailors
and racers still must rely on the force of wind to push their boats. There are a wide variety of sailboats,
including small and large sailboats, keelboats, and multihulls. Sailboating is not recommended for Girl
Scout Daisies and Brownies.
Caution: Girls are not allowed to operate motorized boats without council permission; girls are never
allowed to parasail.
Know where to sail. The ocean and lakes are ideal for sailing, but many sailing clubs offer instructions on
reservoirs, rivers, and ponds. Connect with your Girl Scout council for site suggestions. Also, the U.S.
Sailing Web site provides a list of U.S. sailing camps, clubs, and associations. Visit New to Sailing for
information about international sailing associations.
Include girls with disabilities. Communicate with girls with disabilities and/or their caregivers to assess
any needs and accommodations. Learn more about the resources and information that the International
Association for Disabled Sailing provides to people with disabilities.

Sailing Gear
Basic Gear
 Layered clothing that’s easily changeable depending on temperatures (waterproof jacket
recommended)
 Boat shoes, closed-toe and nonslip hiking/sport sandals with heel strap, or water socks or shoes
(no flip-flops)
 Waterproof sunscreen (SPF of at least 15)
 Sunglasses
 Flashlight and extra batteries
Specialized Gear

 Participants wear a U.S. Coast Guard–approved life jacket (Type III recommended) that fits
according to weight and height specifications. Inspect life jackets to ensure that they are in good
condition and contain no tears. Read about Coast Guard life jackets here.
 Sailing gloves (help save tender hands and improve grip)
 Rigging knife
 Emergency sound device, such as a fog horn or sounding flares
 Emergency repair kit (duct tape or electrical tape, screwdriver, pliers, shackles, extra line,
sewing kit, a spare drain plug, extra cotter rings/pins, and a short piece of light line/rope)
 Paddle (as second means of propulsion)
 Bailer (a bucket used to remove water from a boat)
 At least one graspable and throwable personal flotation device (Type IV buoyant cushion or ring
buoy or equivalent) is immediately available for each group on the water
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Sailing Jargon






